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We develop eye-catching mobile and computer websites that attract your patients and improves their 
interaction on your website traffic.
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Web Hosting & Email Services:

We provide high quality and cost-effective hosting services and that host your website on fast and highly secured 
servers, including your entire office(s) email services.
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Content Development
One of the most important parts of a website is the content. We provide web content development services such.
as site map development, content planning, editing, keyword analysis, newsletters, postcards, animated videos and 
other interactive content. Content marketing is a crucial piece to any digital marketing campaign.
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Digital Marketing

We provide Digital Marketing Platforms to help Dental Offices get noticed, attain patients and continue growing. 
We mainly focus on Video Content, Social Media Management, Website Design, Marketing Consulting, and more.
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SEO
Through our comprehensive SEO Services including a detailed study of your target audience, keyword analysis, 
content creation, architecture analysis; and SEM services like Pay Per Click (PPC), Link Building, Affiliate Marketing 
we help you structure your site in such a way that it is easily recognized by search engine spiders. Such best 
practices in turn ensure long lasting quality traffic from the audience you most want to attract.
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Analytics
We will analyse the website traffic effective by using different analytics tools and our team of experts along with 
detailed demographic analysis in your influence area for better understanding your patient population and services 
they need. 
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Social Media Marketing
Our Extensive SMM experts will help you connect with your patients through branded social media pages and 
profile development including ads and boosted posts.
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Submitting to Directories
Directory Submission is one of the best ways to get the back links and we submit the website to all major directories 
Google, Yahoo, MSN, Yelp etc.
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Online Advertising
Discover new patients with online marketing by advertising on different virtual platforms including social media. 
Email campaigning and targeted ads.
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Just being an 
excellent Dentist is 
not enough. You need 
high-performing online 
digital technology”…
eProSoft can help.
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